
3rd nine weeks idioms

Eating me out of house and home:
Eat so much as to deplete someone's
resources
In a pickle- you are in a difficult
position, or have a problem to which
no easy answer can be found
Vice Versa- the main items in the
preceding statement the other way
around.
At the eleventh hour-the latest
possible time before it is too late. still
making changes at the eleventh hour.
“take the bull by the horns”-deal
bravely and decisively with a difficult,
dangerous, or unpleasant situation
“steal his/her thunder”-To upstage
someone; to destroy the effect of what
someone does or says by doing or
saying the same thing first
“the grass is always greener”- the
things other people have or their
situations always look better than your
own, even when they are not really so
“birthday suit”-to be completely
naked (as people are at birth).
“well begun is half done”-A good
beginning almost ensures success
“a penny saved is a penny
earned”-Money not spent is money
that is in one's pocket.
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